The Center for Intelligent Supply Networks (C4iSN)

The process of delivering goods and services sounds simple, but can sometimes be unpredictable and lead to shortages or surpluses. The Center for Intelligent Supply Networks (C4iSN) combines research by renowned faculty members, the work of bright student minds and the supply chain challenges of regional companies to produce groundbreaking solutions. The center’s mission is to be a recognized leader and premier provider of product lifecycle and supply chain management education, research, consultation and information for individuals and organizations.

Key Features:

- Designs and delivers innovative educational programs which focus on the “application” of knowledge. The programs emphasize managing the products from inception to retirement and the supply chain end to end.

- Promotes alliances between UT Dallas and government and industry to solve emerging problems in product lifecycle and supply chain management.

- Offers professional development in “industry practices” through seminars, conferences and webinars.

- Offers continuous education in product lifecycle management, supply chain management, sourcing management and Lean Six Sigma through professional certificate programs.

Director: Dr. Suresh Sethi  
E-mail: sethi@utdallas.edu  
Phone: 972-883-6245

Managing Director: Dr. Divakar Rajamani  
E-mail: divakar@utdallas.edu  
Phone: 972-883-4843